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Dear Esteemed Members,

As we are in the last leg of winter 
season which is also a boom periods for 
restaurants and ultimately hoteliers are 
imposing more innovations in menu 
and services to attract the customers.  
Like cloud kitchen one owner with 
different cuisine. For patrons to 
encourage repeat visit, loyalty 
programs are more beneficial. 
Increasing population of diabetes 
patients, rising awareness about 
availability of food products 
compatible with diabetes and growing 
health consciousness the new trend is 
including food items exclusively for 

people who are diabetic.  So baked 
foods also got an inevitable position in 
the menu. Now people become more 
health conscious they want ideal food 

which balance ones dosha (Vata, Pitha, 
Kabha according to ayurveda) also 
prefer local available vegetable curry 
too. On the purpose of sharing some 
information include origin of paneer 
and Indian female chef who honoured 
with Michelin star. The glimpse of 39th 
AGM which was a much coveted event 
of the year. 

Happy Reading and Warm Regards

S. Suchithra
Send your feedback about our 
magazine at  
info@forevernews.in



Dear Readers,

We are putting our best efforts in making the 
magazine more interactive, informative and adding 
hotel related articles.

With support of the Promotion committee, we had 
grand sponsorship of our 39th Mega AGM Event on 
14.12.2018, which was above any expected parameter 
and was a grand success. I also compliment the Pro-
motion committee for tie up with many vendors 
through annual package and providing paid adver-
tisement in our Magazines and in house bulletin. 
Since cost of printing the Bulletin and Magazines 
involves huge financial expense to the Association, I 
earnestly request the members to canvass for adver-
tisement so that the financial burden of the associa-
tion may be reduced and we get good advertisement 
and make our magazine more attractive and lively 

beside earning the revenue to meet the printing and 
other liabilities of the magazine and in house bulletin.

I seek more articles relevant to our industry and 
also support by hoteliers through paid advertisement 
of the Hotels/ Restaurant and interviews.

With your support we wish to bring more inform-
ative Bulletin and magazine. We 
also seek your maximum eye ball 
visit to our website which has been 
updated with the latest information 
and happenings for all hoteliers.

We wish all members and their 
family a very happy and peaceful 
New Year 2019.

Sankarshan Nayak
Editor 
sankarshangn@gmail.com

SaveFuel

From Managing Editor’s Desk...

Save up to 20% on your
electricity bill by shifting
back to Adani Electricity.

Full size : 21cm (w) x 27.3 cm (h)

Savings In Energy Costs

Personalised Service

Digital Connectivity

24x7 Power

Sampada Jaint  +91 93235 53043 -Email: sampada.jaint@relianceada.com



SaveEnergy 
SaveEarth

From the President’s desk
Dear Members,

I sincerely thank my hotel fraternity members for 
reelecting me as the President for the year 2018-2019.

It will be year of events including much expected 
elections to the Parliament and State assembly. At the 
far end of the term, we expect certain reliefs to the 
hotel industry through GST, taxes and fees which we 
found very hard to absorb and were affecting the en-
tire industry.

Through efforts of AHAR, 3100 bars along the high-
ways in rural areas of Maharashtra were allowed to 
open and run their business culminating the suffering 
of these hoteliers since last 2 years. We hope the Gov-
ernment will also allow remaining permit rooms in 
rural area to open and give the hoteliers an opportu-
nity to earn their livelihood.

We will be presenting all the genuine grievances of 
the Hotel Industry to the State and Central Govern-

ment and request them to address and resolve the 
same.

In the New Year, we look forward for simplification 
in many policy matters of various departments, which 
is the need of the hour under much publicized EASE 
OF DOING BUSINESS.

In the New Year, I request our 
members not to succumb to any har-
assment or problems by various au-
thorities but to fight against the same 
united, and get our expected results.

United we stand, Divided we fall.
I wish all members and their fam-

ily a very happy, healthy and peace-
ful new year 2019.

With regards,
Santosh R.Shetty

Raunak Kitchen Equipments are 
manufacturer and exporter of kitchen 
equipments, refrigeration equipment, 

beverage vending machines, commercial 
deep freezers and others. Rauank range 

is known for its high efficiency, silent 
operation and corrosion resistance.

Raunak Kitchen Equipment
Unit No.32/33/34, 1st Flr., “C” Wing, Raj Industrial Complex, Marol Military Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai  400059

Contacts: 022 – 29256500/ 29255500/ 65130034
Emails: raunakkitchen@gmail.com / raunak516@hotmail.com l Website:  www.raunakkitchen.com

Raunak Kitchen Equipment manufactured and installed  
the kitchen equipments at S. M. SHETTY COLLEGE                                                                                      

Raunak Kitchen Equipments Private Limited



SaveWater 
SaveLife

From Hon. Gen. Secretary’s Desk
Dear Members,

I sincerely thank all members for reelecting me 
as the Hon.Gen.Secretary of the Association for 
the consecutive 2nd term.

The combined efforts of one and all have re-
sulted in a great success of our 39th AGM held on 
14.12.2018, with a record number of footfall, spon-
sors and stall participation.

The coming year is expected to bring a lot of 
changes in the rules and regulations of various 
acts by the local body and the Government. We 
have to wait and see how our industry will be 
benefitted.

The expanded sub committees of AHAR has 
done excellent job in their entrusted work, result-
ing in many coordination’s with authorities, sim-
plifying our problems with proper presentation 
and coordination.

Our Endeavour in the coming years will be 
mainly on Policy matter and percolation of the 

various notifications and circulars by various au-
thorities to the grass root level members as well 
to the authorities of various departments through 
meeting and submitting relevant documents to 
minimize the harassments.

We are still pursuing our demand of the sim-
plification of licensing conditions with MCGM, 
Excise and other authorities and hope many our 
grievances will be addressed.

We congratulate the entire Promotion team for 
bringing maximum sponsorship 
for the 39th AGM and the various 
committees and the members 
for making it a grand success,

Wishing you all a prosperous 
New Year 2019.

With regards,
Vishwapal Shetty
Hon. Gen. Secretary
vishwapalshetty@yahoo.com



DElIvERY KITCHEN
A delivery kitchen which does not exist as a restaurant of 

any sort not possess any physical space and no dine in or 
takeaway facility. It operates independently for a single brand 
.The orders are received and prepared under the same brand.. 
Its operation depend on third party intervention and orders 
placed on call or through a website.

GHOST KITCHEN OR  
DARK KITCHENS

In Ghost Kitchen there is one central kitchen where the food 
is prepared and delivered to the subsidiary kitchen. These 
subsidiary kitchens are located in different areas. When getting 
an order that got delivered from the nearest virtual kitchen 
while the food was prepared in the central kitchen.

    ClOUD KITCHEN
Cloud kitchen is more or like delivery kitchen. The only 

difference is that in a cloud kitchen, the number of restaurants 
operating is more than one. The owner for these restaurant 
may be same person or different people. For example, if a 
restaurateur who owns a delivery kitchen and delivers South 
Indian food decides that he should start delivering Italian food 
as well, but instead of adding Italian to the menu of his current 
brand, he starts operating a different brand that sells Italian 
from the same delivery kitchen, then he turns his delivery 
kitchen into a Cloud Kitchen. For instance, customers are most 
likely order pasta from a restaurant named la Italiana instead 
of Dosa Delight even if the same chef is preparing both. But the 
customers don’t need to know that!

Now you are familiar with delivery, cloud, and ghost 
kitchen,In short, a coud kitchen is a delivery kitchen with two 
or more brand which may owned by single person or two or 
more people.

How to RuN a ClouD 
KitCHeN ReStauRaNt

ORDER TAKING  
IN A ClOUD KITCHEN

In taking order a cloud kitchen must have a cloud POS 
system. The cloud kitchen itself has different brands hence it 
is very difficult to handle the orders. So through POS you can 
handle the orders efficiently and that will not only handle this 
task but also give you an analytic report regarding it. Even if 
you are taking orders through telephonic calls and for this you 
need a Call-Centre Panel that will route the orders to the right 
brand and outlet. Here also your POS system gives the details 
of order. If you are integrating all the brands through online 
ordering platforms such as Zomato and Swiggy who have their 
own websites and calling numbers, In such case it is tough to 
keep a track on orders but your end to end POS will help you 
with proper billing and delivery that too with respective 
brands. .

ORDER PROCESSING IN A 
ClOUD KITCHEN

The order placed in the cloud kitchen belong to different 
brands so you need different chefs catering to different brands 
or different kitchen areas designated to the team of different 
brands under the same chef. Your POS with a Kitchen Display 
System will be helpful as it will display orders directly in the 
kitchen on a screen and enable your staff to keep track of all 
the orders that have been prepared and need to be prepared.

STAFFING A ClOUD KITCHEN
In cloud kitchen you need mainly skilled kitchen staff and 

kitchen helpers .Sometime same chef may prepare the food of 
different brands or there may be different chefs designated for 
each brand. Customer knows you through food so it should be 
perfect . If you plan in house delivery system, then you need 
delivery boys.

MANAGING SUPPlIERS
If you are a single owner of all the brands of the cloud 

kitchen before finalising a supplier, first make a list of all the 
ingredients required for all the brands. Choose a single supplier 
for ordering all the ingredients so that it will easy for tracking 
your inventory, easy to coordinate. You will be able to hold a 
single person accountable and also easier to make changes in 
the order. Above all it is cheap and you can leverage your own 
terms. If you end up ordering small quantities from different 
suppliers it will cost you more and you will become a small 
customer in front of the supplier and you are bound to his 
terms.

MANAGING INvENTORY
Most complicated task of running a cloud kitchen is 

managing the inventory. Of course it is little tedious to manage 
the inventory for multiple brands under a single roof. But you 
can make easier by planning an effective way of storing. If 
multiple owners are involved in the different brands then give 
each brand its own column or shelf in one storage unit or 
together you can store the common ingredients of all brands 
together and store rest of the ingredient under their allotted 
shelf. If all brands of the cloud kitchen is owned by single 
person then you can store all the ingredients separately.

How to MaRKet a ClouD 
KitCHeN ReStauRaNt

Cloud kitchen from its name itself we know that there is no 
physical outlet its marketing also very different from those of 
a normal restaurant. So cloud kitchen very strong marketing 
and branding requires.

HAvE AN ONlINE PRESENCE
Website and social media pages are must. You have to 

update them regularly make them as an interactive through 
this medium the followers who are the actual customers can 
reach out to you. So listen them, talk and address any negative 

feedback too. Remember through these online presence only 
your customers can reach out to you .

THIRD PARTY INTEGRATIONS
You have to integrate with all the delivery platforms to 

enhance your visibility in online. Now a days most of the 
people order through online. As these delivery platforms are 
getting more home delivery and they have their own delivery 
mechanism which are very affordable. Most people while 
ordering look for different cuisine in affordable price at their 
door step. They don’t bother from where their food coming 
from.

TIE-UPS WITH  COMPlIMENTARY 
RESTAURANTS

To increase your customer you can get into tie-ups with 
other restaurants who are not direct competitors. For example 
if you have dessert under one brand you can tie-up with 
restaurants that don’t have any dessert. You can introduce 
schemes like buy meal for two you will avail one dessert at free 
of cost. This type of schemes you can introduced in your cloud 
kitchen on different brand too.

SMS AND EMAIl MARKETING
For sending your regular customers about the new addition 

of brand in your cloud kitchen or schemes in your cloud 
kitchen or any offer on ordering particular food items etc. can 
be intimated with the help SMS and Email. So the customers 
also updated about the new addition and implementation. 
Ultimately SMS and Marketing become more effective.

DISTRIBUTING FlYERS  
AND PAMPHlETS

As cloud kitchen get most of the order through phone calls. 
You should distribute flyers and pamphlets to capture those 
who are not belonging to internet generation .In these you can 
add your website link too. Most of the families keep these 
pamphlets to order next time. Cloud kitchens are the next new 
thing in the growing restaurant industry. Through Cloud 
kitchen you can serve people different cuisine in affordable 
price because in this you don’t need to pay high rental and less 
investment.

What is a 
Cloud Kitchen 
Restaurant?

To know about cloud 
kitchen one should familiar 
about two lesser –known 
terms of the restaurant 
industry, Delivery Kitchen 
and Ghost or Dark Kitchen.

{      }
by S. Suchithra
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The steps taken to analyze the 
profitability and popularity of 
each menu item to increase the 

sales and success of a restaurant is 
known as restaurant menu analysis. A 
menu is something that says a lot about 
your restaurant and is responsible for 
influencing the guest’s first impression. 
As it catalyse to increase the profitability 
so analysing the menu becomes very 
crucial. For analysing your restaurant 
menu first you should know about your 
competition in the market. This will 
help you to determine the correct cost 
and current market trend. In short if 
your charge overpriced, people may 
prefer your competitor and if you under 
charge you will get a minuscule return.  
You can ask the questions Are the 
competitors focus on quality of food 
and charge a lower price by cutting in 
other subsidiary expenses?  Or are they 
selling a dish on same cost by keeping 
the portions small? Ultimately you can 
revise your present rates and help you 
set more accurate price points for your 
dishes with the help of these factors.

Keep a track on each item in your 
menu. Your most popular item may not 
generate that much profit. The most 
profit generating item may not be so 
popular among your customers. So you 
have to reconsider their position in the 
menu. Make it position to attract your 
customer. You have to maintain a 
balance between what you spend on 
the preparation of a food item and how 
much you earn from it. If the most 
profit generating food item which has a 
high preparation cost and not making 
an attraction to your customers it is 
ideal to remove that item from the 
menu. Apart from these internal 
insights you have to consider the 
external sources like customer feedback 
through a POS integrated feedback app. 
Their rate will give you an insight into 
the performance of the item. Update 
yourself about the trend. Your menu 
may already make an impression to 

your customers but you have to 
introduce innovations to attract more 
customers. Changing of menu not only 
involved in changing in the food items 
and price but also with appearance too.  
For example if you change the interior 
of the restaurant improve the 
appearance of the menu as well. The 
theme of your restaurant and menu 
should go by hand in hand. If you own 
a fine dining then the menu have a 
fancy look. For a QSR joint digital menu 
is suitable. If the menu is in accordance 
with the place your restaurant locate 

people tend to relate more to it. Menu 
analysis a team work, you need to 
consult your waiting staff, chef, 
manager, etc. to analyze the recent 
trends. Every person would have 
something unique to contribute to the 
customer behaviour, and that will help 
you add new food items or eliminate 
the unpopular ones. With the help of 
analysed menu you can take necessary 
changes on your menu.

Restaurant Menu  
Analysis and its importance 
in increasing profitability

by S. Suchithra

Our specialised services

•	 IngredIents	avaIlable	for	all	cuIsInes

•	 lowest*	wholesale	prIces

•	door	step	delIvery

	•	flexIble	payment	solutIon-credIt/cash

•	guaranteed	avaIlabIlIty

•	cash	&	cheque	collectIon	facIlIty

 (exclusIve	for	ahar	members)

Apply Online at www.metro.co.in or walk-in to any METRO store with
a valid business license and photo ID proof copy. 

PURCHASE/REgiStER witH MEtRO & gEt

gift HAMPER wORtH `500 fREE*

servIng	the	needs	of	more	than
1000	happy	customers	In	mumbaI

Help Line No: 1860-266-2010

also	upto	2%	addItIonal	dIscount	for	bandhan	customers

# # #

exclusIve
offers	for

members

www.metro.co.In/promotIons/horeca-promotIon/ahar-specIal-offers
url	to	see	daIly	metro	prIces	exclusIve	for	ahar	members

our	loyalty	program

*Terms & Conditions are applicable. Before availing the offer kindly read its terms & conditions carefully, if applicable. Offers valid till stocks last and are subject to changes without notice. Images are for illustrative purpose only and may not match the actual product.
Quantity restrictions may apply. Freebies are subject to change without notice”. Limited period offer. The offers are valid for the quality/grade of the products available at METRO.  Comparative prices, subject to change without notice. For registered business customers only   

Terms & Conditions: 
• Offer can be redeemed only on production of this voucher at the METRO store • Offer is valid & applicable only to registered business customers of

METRO Cash & Carry  India Pvt. Ltd. • Existing METRO customers are eligible for the offer on minimum SPAT of  `5,000 • New METRO customers are eligible

for the offer on minimum SPAT of  `1,000 • Offer valid on single purchase only till June 30th 2015 • In case of any dispute the decision of METRO shall be

final and binding  on the parties • All disputes are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts in Bengaluru.

•	 exclusIve	prIvIleges •	 premIum	servIces

•	 specIal	benefIts

BHANDUP:  Neptune Mall, Next to Mangatram Petrol Pump, Opposite GKW Factory, Bhandup West,  Mumbai - 400 078
BORIVALI:  Western Edge l, Opp. Magathane Bus Depot, Western Express Highway, Borivali (E),  Mumbai - 400 066.
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The discussions on good foods are never ending. This is 
because of vast choices and numerous informations available.  
Do you ever think that western foods are healthier than our 
own Indian foods?Why  this question arise? Most of the 
information available to the millennial is based on western 
diets. 

 
Now let us have a look in to the meaning of healthy. Staying 

healthy is all about connecting with nature. So Desh and Kaal 
(location and time) are important. Our tradition is knowledge 
which has been passed on to us through generations. The 
traditional food there for based on the place and time. Our 
ancestors have included foods that suits better. Though Indian 
foods are diverse but form an ideal balanced diet. The foods, 
spices and dishes that are native to India makes Indian food 
one of the most wholesome in the world. The staple Indian 
diet which  includes  roti, rice, dal, vegetables, meat, fish and 
chicken, which forms an ideal balanced diet.

Dieticians, mostly based in the West, conduct researches on 
the action of certain foods on a specific demography and 
publish their findings.These findings may or may not include 
enough Southeast Asian subjects. These recommendations 
then start cascading through the dietician community

Industrialisation and urbanisation have led to a drastic 
change in our diet. The increases in intake of processed and 
refined foods are leading to various lifestyle disorders that is 
why the dieticians are recommending healthier options of 
fibre-rich foods such as quinoa, hemp seeds and chia seeds, 
but our own  like dahlia, ragi or barley have similar health 
benefits and can be much cheaper.

“Hemp seeds are which is traditionally known as ‘bhaang ke 
beej’ - it has psychotropic properties that can alter your mental 
state or cause mild diarrhoea in some people. Sweet basil 

(tulsi) seeds and chia seeds have very similar properties. 

Another trend we can see is fad diet - A fad diet or diet cult 
is a diet that promises weight loss or other health advantages, 
such as longer life, and usually relies on pseudoscience rather 
than science to make many of its claims. In many cases, the 
diet is characterized by highly restrictive or unusual food 
choices.  For example Keto diet in which the goal is to achieve 
ketosis — a state in which the body is using fat as its primary 
fuel, rather than carbs. When your body enters ketosis, it goes 
into fat-burning mode, which supports weight loss because 
cutting carbs also causes your body to retain less water, which 
can lead to weight loss. However this is not recommended 
method of weight loss as it may cause diabetics. As for us 
Indian we have our own way of exercise and balanced diet 
which includes carbs/fats and protein in optimum proportions. 
Above all one should stick to regular, consistent meal time. 

When you are travelling to a different country you have to 
change your diet according to the geography. Mainly our diet 
should depend on our own body type or dosha , according to 
ayurveda every individual has a unique proportion of vata, 
pitta and kapha.which must be kept balanced to prevent 
diseases. like human being, food also has three types of these 
dosha. So one must  find out his dosha type and avoid similar 
type dosha food and consume food with other dosha to get 
balanced and healthy body. For example if your body is pitta 
type avoid food of spicy,sour and astringent and consume food 
with other dosha.

So the conclusion of ideal food is one which balanced your 
dosha makes you energetic and satisfies your hunger as well 
as your mind always prefer local produce, remember always 
eat fresh  and steaming  hot food.

 
Some inputs from Ketogenic diet and wikipedia

by S. Suchithra

What is  
ideal food?

Bangkok: Chef Garima Arora, who heads the Bangkok based 
Gaa restaurant, has been awarded the prestigious Michelin star.

It is being claimed that she is the first Indian woman to get 
the honour.

Feeling proud on receiving the Michelin star, Garima said  “I 
am humbled that Gaa restaurant has been honoured with it. I 
am proud of my team. It feels great when you get appreciated 
for your hard work, and for my team and me, the journey till 
now has been great. Though it was painful but all the hardships 
were worth it.”

Hailing from Mumbai, Garima launched Gaa in 2017 in 
Bangkok and being an Indian, she tried to bring Indian-Thai 
cross culture through the restaurant’s menu. 

Garima, who is an alumni of le Cordon Bleu -- Paris’ popular 
culinary school, has worked with many renowned international 
chefs like Gordan Ramsay and Rene Redzepi.

But before stepping into the world of culinary and cuisines, 
the 30-year-old chef also tried her hand at journalism.

She studied Mass Media from Mumbai’s Jai Hind College but 
it was food which always attracted Garima.

“I did journalism but it was not something which I was made 
for... after few years of my work in journalism, I realised I have 

interest for food and went to Paris for the culinary course.”

Talking about her journey as chef and restaurateur, Garima 
said: “It is not an easy industry to be in but my family always 
supported me. It is a very demanding profession, but with 
dedication and hard work and focus, one can achieve whatever 
they want.”

She also gave a piece of advice to young women who aspire 
to choose this profession.

“Be true to yourself and never apologise for choosing this as 
a profession. I know sometimes women in this field have to 
prove themselves in comparison to men but never quit 
fighting.” 

Asked if she has plans to open her restaurant in India, she 
said not anytime soon. 

But she wants to see Indian restaurants expand their culture 
and heritage all over the world.

“Indian restaurants are doing so good. India has a rich 
culture, history and heritage. We (Indians) do not have any 
need to adapt something from western countries, we have such 
a diverse culture and being an Indian chef, I will always try to 
expand my culture across the globe and other chefs and 
restaurateurs should also do the same.”

Courtesy : IANS
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GET IN TOUCH :
greenophyll@gmail.com
022 22622626 / +91 9167565635 /  
+91 9819464604 / +91 9920837647
302, Olympus House, 3rd Floor, 25 Raghunath  
Dadaji Street, Fort, Mumbai - 400001

As part of the ambitious plan of our Hon. Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s 
Swatch Bharat Abhiyan. We at Greenophyll dedicating our entire force on the go 
green imitative in every possible ways and means. Our vision is to create a green 
revolution in the work space and home space.

Greenophyll is a diverse kind of Green Solution providing company that strives 
to make your Office, Home & work environment filled with abundance of Oxygen 
which is otherwise shrinking in today’s commercial environment with full of glass 
and cements filled chambers.

We provide a congenial environment and experience that makes a difference in 
day to day living and making the best of the office and home environment sewed 
with the natures.

Our specialized plants give more than 200% oxygen output than the regular 
plants provided in the office environment. This will cleanse the air and acts as 
catalyst to have easy berating. Scientific study shows that live green plants placed 
in thickly populated offices and common places will have an effect of seamless 
oxygen flow and natural cleansing of air on a continuous process.

We provide plants in three sizes.
Up to one feet monthly rentals would be Rs. 200/- including planter and branding.
Up to one to three feet rentals would be Rs. 250/- including planter and branding.
Up to three feet and above rentals would be Rs. 300/- including planter and branding.

The plants will be changed every month. Watering, cleaning, replacing of old plants with new and 
damaged will be done alternative days.

RENT       PLANTA

Special 
offers for  
AHAR 
Membersby G. Subramanian

Paneer is a vital ingredient in most Indian 
dishes, Palak Paneer being the most famous of 
them all, especially in the umpteen vegetarian 
households that speckle the country. However, 
few people know that paneer, legend has it, 
was actually an accidental invention. As the 
theory goes, the Mongols were out on a long 
trip, riding horses that were carrying milk in 
Mushkis (bags made of raw hide). However, 
the heat of deserts and the rennet in the 
leather turned the milk into paneer. They 
tasted the resultant product (kudos to their 
spirit of adventure) and found it to be rather 
delicious. It was brought to India in subsequent 
years by the Mughals and was mixed with 
various Indian spices and vegetables, which 
eventually became a staple as we can all, 
attest to today. Of course, that’s not all! 
According to Arthur Berriedale Keith, a kind of 
cheese is “perhaps referred to” in the Rigveda. 
However, another source, Otto Schrader, 
believes that the Rigveda only mentions “a skin 
of sour milk, not cheese in the proper sense”.
Based on texts such as Charaka Samhita, BN 
Mathur wrote that the earliest evidence of a 
heat-acid coagulated milk product in India can 
be traced to 75-300 CE, in the Kushan-
Satavahana era. According to them, paneer is 
indigenous to the north-western part of South 
Asia, and was introduced in India by Afghan 
and Iranian travelers. Paneer may also have a 
Portuguese influence, with a technique known 
as “breaking milk”.

Courtesy Homegrown

Paneer and 
its origin
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Increasing population of diabetes patients, rising awareness 
about availability of food products compatible with diabetes 
and growing health consciousness to drive India food for 
diabetics market through 2023

According to TechSci Research report, “India Food For 
Diabetics Market By Product Type, By Distribution Channel, 
Competition Forecast & Opportunities, 2013 – 2023”, India food 
for diabetics market is projected to grow at a CAGR of over 12% 
during 2018 - 2023.  Demand for food for diabetics is expected 
to grow in the country, on account of rising population of 
diabetics due to unhealthy lifestyle coupled with growing 
awareness about availability and benefits of food products that 
can be consumed by diabetics. Additionally, rising trend of dual 
household income in middle-class population is resulting in 
increased disposable income that is aiding the demand for food 
for diabetics, which are otherwise considered premium due to 
their high prices.  

Advent of modern trade channels and e-commerce industry 
is creating new routes for manufacturers/importers to reach 
their customers. Supermarkets/hypermarkets provide an 
effective platform for companies to showcase their new 
product launches and increase their visibility, while online 
sales channel is enabling companies to widen their distribution 
reach and serve their customers even in the farthest of regions. 
Growing number of tech-savvy people coupled with busy 
lifestyles, especially of urban population, is driving the 
purchase of food for diabetics through supermarkets/
hypermarkets and online sales channel, though grocery stores 

are expected to account for the more than half of the market 
share.

In 2017, category of baked products for diabetics dominated 
the market and accounted for one-third of the market. The 
segment is expected to lead the market in the coming years as 
well, owing to greater acceptance and easy accessibility of 
baked products, especially biscuits, which is a highly penetrated 
category with one of the highest frequencies of consumption. 
However, fastest growth rate is anticipated to be exhibited by 
beverages for diabetes patients, backed by introduction of 
different flavors and varieties in this category coupled with 
gradual expansion of its distribution channel and hence its 
customer base. Dabur India ltd., PepsiCo India Holdings Private 
limited, Britannia Industries ltd., Gujarat Cooperative Milk 
Marketing Federation ltd. (GCMMF), and Mother Dairy Fruits 
and vegetables Pvt. ltd. are some of the major players operating 
in India food for diabetics market. 

 “Number of people falling prey to lifestyle related diseases 
such as diabetes and cardiovascular problems in the country 
is increasing, owing to hectic and almost sedentary lifestyle, 
growing stress levels, etc. Awareness about availability of food 
for diabetics in India is still at a lower level in comparison to 
other countries with high diabetes population. In order to tap 
this, market players are taking initiatives to generate awareness 
and impart knowledge about the benefits of their products, 
which is expected to increase the penetration of food for 
diabetics in the country, thereby aiding the market growth. 
Also, manufacturers and retailers of food for diabetics are 

Baked Products to Lead India 
Food For Diabetics Market 
through 2023: TechSci Research
by G. Subramanian

2013 2014

l West India l North India l South India l East India

2015 2016 2017 2018E 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F

focusing on modern distribution channels and e-commerce 
industry to expand their customer reach.”, said Mr. Karan 
Chechi, Research Director with TechSci Research, a research 
based global management consulting firm. 

“India Food For Diabetics Market By Product Type, By 
Distribution Channel, Competition Forecast & Opportunities, 
2013 – 2023” has evaluated the future growth potential of food 
for diabetics market in India and provides statistics and 
information on market structure, size, share and future growth. 
The report is intended to provide cutting-edge market 
intelligence and help decision makers take sound investment 
decision. Besides, the report also identifies and analyzes the 
emerging trends along with essential drivers, challenges and 
opportunities present in India food for diabetics market.

about techSci Research
TechSci Research is a leading global market research firm 

publishing premium market research reports. Serving 700 
global clients with more than 600 premium market research 
studies, TechSci Research is serving clients across 11 different 
industrial verticals. TechSci Research specializes in research 
based consulting assignments in high growth and emerging 
markets, leading technologies and niche applications. Our 
workforce of more than 100 fulltime Analysts and Consultants 
employing innovative research solutions and tracking global 
and country specific high growth markets helps TechSci clients 
to lead rather than follow market trends.

Courtesy - TechSci Research
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Restaurant loyalty Programs 
is essential to encourage 
customers repeat visit with 

the help of technology. For that 
you need a  POS system with 
central customer management 
(CRM) facility would help you to 
create loyalty programs based on 
the customer data and then also 
market them through targeted 
SMS and email marketing.  There 
are two types of loyalty programs 
at your restaurant. Point-based 
loyalty programs and visit-based 
loyalty programs. Point – based 
loyalty program based on the total 
amount spend by a customer and 
this works best in fine dining. For 
a casual dining or quick service 
restaurant, visit-based loyalty 
program works best. As footfall is 
high here you can offer a free 
drink or free starter on seventh or 
tenth visit.

POS
Integrated 

Restaurant Loyalty 
Programs

Biggest challenge for a restaurateur 
is retaining customers and best use 
of loyalty programs. The success of 
your restaurant loyalty program 
depends on how many points are 
using by the customers. 
Automatically the customer retention 
also depends on redemption of 
loyalty programs. Here comes the 
need of POS integrated restaurant 
loyalty program. If you have several 
branches in different places, then 
add the details of a customer at one 
of your outlets, the information is 
automatically shared with the other 
branches as well so that if a customer 
were to visit any other outlet of your 
restaurant, all the details are there in 
the system and the customer can 
avail the loyalty offers at other 
branches as well. If you have a cloud 
POS system managing the restaurant 

loyalty program would help you to 
eliminate the need of issuing special 
loyalty cards to your customers 
which they have to show every time 
since a POS system can help you 
identify the customer using their 
contact details.

You can also make the loyalty 
program more personalise according 
to their behaviour and spending 
habit. Some customer may visit your 
restaurant once in a week and some 
in once in a month. You can issue 
loyalty program depending on this 
habit and also on other behaviour of 
the customers like referring a friend, 
liking or sharing your social media 
profiles. With the help of POS you 
can gave your customer on the basis 
of purchase history too. After your 
loyalty program fixed, next duty is to 

reach these to your customers. You 
can send out scheduled emails or 
SMS to your customers with the help 
of POS system. This would help you 
to increase one-to-one relation with 
your customer. It is also important to 
have a regular engagement with your 
customer or else hard work on 
designing a loyalty program will go 
on waste. To make your loyalty 
program success you need feedbacks 
from your customer. For this your 
POS will support and based on the 
feedback you can make changes on 
the loyalty program. In short, an 
integrated POS system will help you 
from generating loyalty program, 
getting feedback from customer and 
make your work as well as your 
customer’s work ease and most 
importantly retain your loyal 
customer too.

by G. Subramanian
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Minutes of the Monthly Managing Committee Meeting

The Minutes of the 11th 
Managing Committee 
Meeting held on 21ST 

November 2018 in Hotel Avenue, 
Thakur Complex, Off Western 
Express Highway, Kandivili [East], 
Mumbai 400101 at 6.45 p.m.

Proceedings
President Shri Santosh R 

Shetty welcomed the gathering 
to the 11th Monthly Managing 
Committee meeting and 
invited Host vice President Shri 
Prabhakar B. Shetty to present his 
welcome address.

welcome address
Host vice President Shri 

Prabhakar B. Shetty welcomed 
Advisors, Senior Hoteliers, Sub-
committees, Prominent Hoteliers 
of the zone and members to 
the 11th monthly meeting of 
AHAR hosted by their Zone. He 
thanked all committee members 
for electing him as the vice 
President of Zone-X and giving 
an opportunity to serve the 
association and the hotel industry.

He thanked his entire team, 
Past President and the team for 
their support in discharging his 
duties.

He then requested the 
President to proceed with 
remaining agendas.

Discuss and confirm the 
minutes of the 10th MCM.

The Hon. General Secretary 
presented the minutes of the 10th 
MCM held on 22.10.2018. The 
house approved the same.

to approve the accounts of 
aHaR and Performance Bar for 
the month of october 2018.

The Hon. Treasurer presented 
the account of AHAR and 
performance bar for the month 
of October 2018. The house 
approved the same.

• The Hon. Treasurer briefed the 
house that the present software 
of AHAR is very old and prone to 
errors as seen in the past. Hence 
it is decided to upgrade the same 
with latest software’s to have a 
fool proof system, which cannot 
be manipulated or misused. We 
had consulted three vendors 
and finally short listed Ngage 
Software’s who are doing such job 
in HRA [WI] and many other big 
associations. We have finally after 
negotiation finalized the software 
upgradation at Rs. 1.50 lakhs with 
AMC of Rs. 15,000/- per annum 
and annual hosting charges of Rs. 
5,000/-. He asked the house for 
approval

events of the month
President Shri Santosh R.Shetty 
briefed as under:

Excise Minister Shri 
Chandrashekhar Bavankule 
convened a meeting of AHAR, 

Excise Commissioner, Excise 
officials on 31.10.2018. We in 
depth discussed all pending 
grievances of Fl-III licensees. 
It was a positive meeting. We 
anticipate simplification/removal 
of rules which is hindering 
the smooth functioning of the 
business. We can anticipate many 
changes/amendments/repealing 
of excise rules in the days to come.

We had met the Additional 
Municipal Commissioner, MCGM, 
Regarding the renewal of licenses 
and the fire compliance matter. 
She had agreed to our entire 
request and got it approved from 
the Municipal Commissioner. We 
are waiting for the circular to be 
issued by the MFB effecting the 
changes.

Since the circular may take 
time and with limited time left 
with us, the members are advised 
to renew their trade licenses with 
applicable affidavit.

MERC has confirmed that the 
revised reduced bill of BEST will 
be effective from November 2018 
and the delay is due to technical 
glitch.

Prabhakar B. Shetty,
Vice President Zone - X

Due to our persuasion EHO 
has issued a circular addressed to 
MOH of all MCGM wards stating 
therein no need of asking fire 
compliance at the time of trade 
license renewal. Only an affidavit 
and fire NOC is required.

We have taken legal opinion 
regarding fire codes from Adv 
Ramesh D Soni and will again if 
required approach him for draft 
representation to MCGM .

AHAR has participated in 
Cyclothone procession as part 
of Swatch Bharat Abhiyan a 
program mooted by FSSAI.

 AHAR members along with 
Maharashtra Wine merchants 
association filed writ petition 
against the dry day declared 
by the suburban collector on 
account of Chat Pooja and got 
the stay order.

39th aGM matters
Shri Rajan Shetty, 

Chairman,39th AGM committee 
briefed the house that all 
60 stalls of Trade Exhibition 
are booked. So far we have 
mobilized Sponsorship worth 
Rs. 85 lakhs. All the AGM work 
is being carried out as per 
schedule. He sought the support 

and cooperation of all members 
in making this event a grand 
success.

Presentation by the  
Returning officer

Returning officer Adv. D. K. 
Shetty briefed about the regular 
errors being found in the past 
and advised the members from 
repeating the same. He in detail 
briefed the election schedule an 
advised members to be cautious 
in filling their nominations.

Felicitation
On the occasion Smt. Manisha 

Chaudhary, MlA, Borivili was 
felicitated.

Replying to the felicitation she 
said she is aware of the genuine 
grievances of the hoteliers and 
will support them in addressing 
the same in any platform.

She cited her involvement in 
Monsoon Shed, Highway liquor 
ban and Garbage issues. She 
advocated that the hoteliers 
are paying crores of rupees as 
tax, charges etc. should not be 
treated like criminals. On the 
occasion Shri Jitu Parikh the local 
corporator was also honored for 
his support.

Presentation by VPs

Zone i
Shri Mahendra S Karkera

No major issue.

Zone ii -
Shri K. V. Shetty 

Had corner meeting 
attended by 27 hoteliers all 
the latest developments were 
briefed. The matter of forceful 
closure of hotels before 
scheduled time was attended 
and sorted out.

Zone iii -
Shri Vijay K. Shetty

We are helping members 
for online renewal of trade 
licenses with minimum 
charges through cyber café.

Zone iV-
Shri Suresh S Shetty

Many members participated 
in Swatch Bharat Abhiyan. The 
hoteliers provided food packets 
to the participants. Renewal of 
trade licenses are on.

Zone V -
Shri Vijay S Shetty

No major issues.

Zone Vii -
Shri Rajan Shetty

Dry day declaration on account 
of Chat pooja was challenged 
in High Court and we got the 
stay. Had corner meeting in 
Radhakrishna Hotel, where all the 
latest developments were briefed 
and discussed.

Zone Vii -
Shri Bhujanga Shetty

On our complaint the Excise 
department has taken for illegal 
selling of liquor near Hotel Mallika 
and were fined, He thanked Shri 
Shashidhar Shetty,Gangadhar 
Shetty and Shri Sunil Patil for their 
support.

Zone iX -
Shri Karunakar Shetty  
Excise department has made 
some minor changes in area 
of jurisdiction of ‘P’ Divisison. 
We met the concerned officer, 
who assured of addressing any 
problem in this regard.

Zone iX
Shri Prabhakar Shetty

The R/South waste 
management department has 
made discrepancy in lifting of 



garbage’s. We will meet them. A 
child labour issue in the Zone was 
sorted out after meeting the SI 
and briefing the rules supported 
by documents. Regarding the 
notices of fire compliance, we 
are meeting the concerned 
authorities.

Presentation by Sub-Committee
Shri Vilas Jhaveri-Copy right

IPRS licence is required for 
Performance Bar,light music and 
live performances.PPl is required 
for playing music.M/s Novex has 
50000 songs under their belt 
and if we wish to play the same, 
we have to get their licence. It is 
better to avoid playing the songs 
from the list. Playing Tv does 
not require any license. A joint 
meeting was held with HRA[WI] 
and discussed various matters of 
copyright issues.

Shri Harischandra Shetty-FSSai
He briefed that we will take 

issue of managing the SWM 
matter with FSSAI and put our 
request before the Municipal 
Commissioner. The Swatch 
Bharat campaign under which 
the food deficiency awareness is 
done throughout the county will 
culminate on 26.1.2019.We have 
supported the campaign.

Speech By advisors
Shri Chandrahas K Shetty

In codified fire rules, when 
all the papers are submitted at 
the time of taking license, why 
it should be demanded again 
through undertaking. In the 
coming years we should desist 
from giving such undertakings. It 
is nothing but a pressure tactics 
on us tax payers. We should take 
legal opinions and file PIl to tackle 
such in positions. We should work 
for a permanent solution and not 
short reliefs. He congratulated the 
present team who are doing good 
work.

Shri Narayan M alva
The problem and the 

harassment by the MCGM 
departments are increasing. In 
a meeting he had questioned 
the Deputy Mayor, why only 
hoteliers are being targeted by 
MCGM. The regular dry days 
and our temporary relief of Stay 
should be brought to the notice 
of authorities and we should get 
permanent solution.

Shri adarsh B Shetty
He congratulated the entire 

AGM team, promotion team for 
their excellent performance and 
gave best wishes to the ensuing 
AGM. The quality of AGM should 
increase every year. In codified 
Fire issues the committee has did 
excellent work.

Only time will tell us the 

benefit of the changes in the 
Fire compliance matters. We 
need professional consultants. 
Zone-X is a powerful backbone of 
AHAR over the years and should 
continue the same in the future 
years.

Felicitation
Shri Prabhakar B. Shetty, Host, 

vice President was felicitated by 
his members on the occasion.

Vendor Support
The following vendors have put 

up their products through stalls.
1. Pepsico India Holdings Pvt. ltd.
2. Metro Cash & Carry India.
3. Adani Electrcity.
4. Profectus Capital.
5. Raheja Universal Private 
limited.
6. Swastik Trading Co limited.
7. Hindustan Unilever limited.
8. Ruchoks.
9. Buzil Rossari
10. Gren Air-conditioning & 
refrigeration.
11. Universal Insurance.
12. Sugee Tree Developers.
13. Dipti veg Oil.
14. victory Gas Alarm.
15. B. G. Enterprises 
[Nandini milk]
16. Surya Fire

Hon. Jt. Secretary introduced 
all the vendors, who made their 
presentation and received floral 
bouquets from the President. He 

also thanked Pestonjee ice cream 
for sponsoring the ice cream for 
the event.

letter of appreciation
The Hon.Gen.Secretary read out 

the appreciation letter from Shri 
Niraj Shetty appreciating efforts 
of Shri Harischandra Shetty in 
Awareness program conducted 
by FSSAI.

Condolence
 The house prayed for the 

eternal peace OF Shri Sooru 
C.Karkera owner of Mahesh 
lunch Home Group of Hotels who 
left for his heavenly abode on 
31.10.2018.

Vote of thanks
The Hon General Secretary 

thanked the President for 
conducting the meeting in 
a dignified way, Host vice 
president Shri vijay S Shetty 
and his team for hosting the 
meeting, Shri Subash Shinde, 
Asst Commissioner, Professional 
Tax, Shri Rahul Shewale, 
honorable Member of parliament 
Karnataka Malla & Udayavani 
for media support, Stall owner 
for their support, Management 
of IvY banquets, Pernod-Ricard, 
DIEGEO and United Breweries for 
sponsoring liquor Products and 
members for participating in large 
numbers. 

All genuine leather products  
at affordable price

Please call 

P.G.S. Enterprises
022-226 226 26 / +91 9819464604

Special  
offer for  

AHAR 
Members



Glimpses of  
39th AGM

which was conducted on  
14th Dec 2018  

at Buntara Bhavan Kurla
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Vithal’sFamily Restaurant
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